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Joint Depression & Tongue Types:

Probably the most notorious of all significant foot injuries-the fractures of the os calcis-is shrouded in a number of fallacies and medical "wives tales" (1). Recent advances in imaging with CT and our understanding of this injury now allows us the possibility of reconstruction of this severe injury, depending on the type and severity (1, 2). Classifications are numerous, however number of major fragments and their orientations and displacements have generally become the industry standard for assessment and surgical considerations (2, 3). The classification of Essex-Lopresti remains the most commonly used classification (4). This discussion pertains only to the intra-articular fractures of the "Joint Depression" type or "Tongue Type".

These fractures both involve a primary fractures line which fractures the os calcis into two major portions-the supero medial and supero body portion (5, 6). It is caused by shearing mechanics when the talus is loaded downward on the os calcis (7, 8). Because the talus has an eccentric position over the top of the os calcis, it causes the load to be "off center" and results in a shearing fractures with an oblique fractures line. On the lateral x-ray, this appears to be vertical starting at the sinus tarsi migrating downward to the plantar of the os calcis. On the axial x-ray, it shears the os calcis obliquely with a large medial over riding spike of bone that causes the shortening and lateral displacement of the main body of the os calcis after fracture. As the force continues, the talus is driven downward further into the calcaneous substance of the os calcis splitting the posterior facet and forcing the lateral wall of the bone outward, making a "lateral expansion deformity". The main difference between the "Joint Depression" type compared with the "Tongue Type" relates to where the secondary fracture lines occur (4). In joint depression type, the posterior facet is fractured posteriorly also and the anterior portion of the facet is driven downward (rotated downward) compressing the bone mass under the facet. The facet itself may be fractured into two or more pieces. The "Tongue Type" has a posterior secondary fracture line progressing toward the insertion of the heel cord and this large portion of bone is usually rotated up ward needs to be reduced at the time of surgery.

Any number of comminuted portions can result. In general, the more the comminution, the more difficult the fracture as far as surgical reduction is concerned and the less likely one is to obtain a good result post surgical due to massive disruption (2, 8). The less the comminution, especially along the medial wall, and the least considerations. Time of encounter is critical and generally, operation as soon as possible is the key. Encounter after about 8 hours usually means waiting severe pain and distention with neurological signs must be observed and monitored to determine if a compartment syndrome is developing. Open Reduction Internal fixation (ORIF) allows a spontaneous decompression to occur. If surgery as primary reduction is not being considered, then decompression by itself needs to be looked at as a method of treatment to prevent permanent damage to the foot. Medial arch splitting incisions or 3 linear longitudinals are both fine for the decompression.

ORIF is now best accomplished with screws and plate (1, 2, 3, 8). I perform the operation almost always entirely lateral through the lateral expansile "L" approach for Tongue type fractures and a low serpentine sinus tarsi approach for the Joint Depression type. Medial is dangerous and I believe offers little additional advantage since the visibility and access is so poor (2, 8). The key areas to cue in on are the sub chondral bone under the posterior facet. This is the most dense bone and screws driven from lateral to medial into the sustenaculum offer good purchase. Plates can be self fashioned from 1/3 tubular or use of available H plates or calcaneal fx plates are helpful. Occasionally, a self fashioned angled blade plate is made to reinforce the plantar "blowout". The critical aspect of the operation is restoration of the architecture of the os calcis including height and breadth, and
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of course, articular restoration (2, 8). The posterior facet is often difficult to even locate since it is impacted and driven deeply into the substance of the os calcis and must be elevated with an instrument, supported with temporary K-wires, plated and bone graft support placed immediately underneath where a large defect is now noted. The calcaneal-cuboid joint needs careful evaluation to make certain that fissures have not extended into that region commonly they do, even though X-rays in standard views may not show it (6). Specialized Brodens views are helpful in conjunction with CT scanning which is almost required for a proper surgical reconstruction of this injury.

The lateral wall "blow out" remains a problem even after joint restoration. The plate is necessary to re-establish the wall substance and act as a "wahser" for some of the screws since they would otherwise have nothing against which to bite. The ORIF of the os calcis impaction fracture is a special skill and not intended for the novice fracture surgeon. It often requires bone grafting, perhaps allogeneic implant or autograft depending on the situation. We almost always use a freeze dried allogeneic femur head implant for the grafting material. The outcome must be a stable construct capable of active and passive ROM for rehab without fear of collapse or displacement. The soft tissue component to this injury is probably the most under-estimated aspect of calcaneal fracture. This includes fat pad disruption, which has been given lesser importance based on recent studies, but not eliminated as a source of chronic "heel pain" even after these injuries as an example, to provide some perspective as to the serious nature of these injuries. Permanent disability is a common sequela from this injury, especially if it is a workers compensation claim (4, 9).

Rehabilitation of these injuries is often protracted and frustrating. Often, the X-ray result does not correlate with the clinical status of the patient. The largest current series of ORIF is from the Hanover, Germany clinical of Prof. Hans Zwipp and Sanders in Tampa, Florida. Their studies indicate value to ORIF which in the past has been seriously challenged. In any event, there is now a renewed interest in ORIF of this injury with the advent of newer technology for evaluation and osteosynthesis. Sub talar or triple arthrodesis remains the unchallenged salvage maneuver if all else fails "down the road". I prefer triple fusion rather than selective subtalar fusion.
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